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ABSTRACT 
In our globalized world, social relations are becoming more ambiguous and abstracted, and addressing contemporary issues like 
climate change necessitates moral relations between strangers. This paper attempts to address the question in how far the Confucian 
familist ethic based on personal relatedness can guide interaction for reciprocity in these circumstances. In Western political 
thought, the concept of civil society has been pivotal for theorizing and motivating civic behavior and collective action towards 
the common good. In an exercise of comparative philosophy, this paper will thus attempt to conceptualize civil society from within 
ancient Confucian thought. It argues that civil society is an imagined normative sphere and civic-mindedness a plausible and 
sufficiently guiding principle. As Confucian morality is inherently relational, civic-mindedness can be reached by an extension of 
benevolence (ren) as practiced in the special relations. This extension is to be seen as a mode of moral development and can be 
practiced in the social space of civil society. A Confucian familist civil society based on relational civic-mindedness seems thus 
conceptually conceivable as well as normatively desirable to meet the societal challenges of the 21st century.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In his seminary socioanthropological analysis of 
Chinese peasantry From the Soil, Fei Xiaotong argues 
that Chinese society has its primary locus and origin in 
stable and enclosed rural village communities in which 
face-to-face exchanges and personal relatedness 
govern social interaction (Fei, Hamilton, & Zheng, 
1992). Mirroring the Confucian tradition, the 
standards of interaction are quasi-codified in ritual and 
virtues grounded and learned within the primary 
relationships of the family. Social relationships, and 
the family specifically, are thus the fabric of society 
blurring the boundaries of the private and public 
sphere (Fei et al., 1992). The resulting Confucian 
familism contrasts with the moral individualism on 
which Western liberal society is arguably predicated 
(Kim, 2010).  

However, today most Chinese do not live in 
small villages anymore. Instead, modes of 
urbanization and globalization render the social 
environment increasingly ambiguous and fluid.  
Consequently, relating to ‘strangers’ is a daily 

necessity with people interacting in the market, 
political communities, the internet or simply on the 
street. Furthermore, collective action problems like 
pollution or the climate crisis demand abstracted 
empathy and the willingness to cooperate. In such 
situations, (outward) ethical conduct towards 
‘strangers’ as well as (inward) ethical concern for each 
other are required to produce collective action. 
Eliasoph (2011) refers to these virtues as civility and 
civicness, respectively, and argues that they are the 
foundation for civic life and a civil society. If a society 
strives towards the common good, it needs such a 
foundation through which people interact reciprocally 
in ‘impersonal’ environments. 

Critics have argued that the primacy of the 
family in ethical considerations has been the major 
problem for Confucianism in creating such reciprocity.  
As Chan summarizes the sentiment, “[c]onfucian 
familial and clan ethics, which stress personal 
relatedness and hence partiality, cannot generate the 
principles (such as impartiality, fairness, equal 
opportunity) that are much needed for strangers in 
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modern society” (J. Chan, 2004). Kim (2010) 
rephrases this challenge by asking if it is possible to 
think of a Confucian society consisting of responsible 
moral persons “at once filial and civil” (p. 477).  The 
underlying puzzle is: If Confucian virtues are purely 
relational and particularistic, how can they guide civil 
and collective action towards the common good in 
broader social contexts? 

In Western political thought, the concept of 
civil society has been pivotal in theorizing about the 
interaction of unrelated individuals throughout 
society. In this essay I will demonstrate how this 
concept can be a fruitful contribution to Confucian 
thought in addressing modern challenges. The puzzle 
put up here is thus not only practically motivated but 
also an exercise in comparative philosophy. It helps us 
to better understand and critically assess both 
Confucianism and Western political philosophy and to 
make a well-founded argument about their mutual 
compatibility. These aims are situated in the belief that 
Confucianism, adapted to modern circumstances, can 
be a viable model for society. Nonetheless, I will argue 
that in order to address the challenges modern societies 
face, Confucianism needs to construct a civil society 
based on civic-mindedness. Therefore, this essay 
presents the claim that this civic-mindedness needs to 
be understood as an extension of relationship virtues 
into the impersonal realm, where extension is not an 
abstract concern of the perfectly virtuous, but a 
presupposed mode and process of practice within 
moral development.  

CIVIL SOCIETY AND CIVIC VIRTUES 

For the sake of this endeavor, I conceptualize civil 
society as an imagined normative sphere 
encompassing the patterns of collective action and 
interaction in society between family and state. It is an 
institution that comprises what is considered good and 
civil in society and creates general trust and reciprocity 
through interaction (Edwards, 2011). The conception 
is indebted to Michael Walzer (1998) who states that 
“civil society is the sphere of uncoerced human 
association between the individual and the state, in 
which people undertake collective action for 
normative and substantive purposes, relatively 
independent of government and the market” (PAGE!). 
This framework is useful as it leaves key questions 

open for different forms of civil society to fill out: 
What is its purpose? How independent is it actually 
from other societal instances (for Confucianism not 
primarily market and government but family)?  And 
what are its guiding norms and morals (Edwards, 
2011)? To fill these blanks preliminarily, I will here 
define civil society as a normative, participatory space 
between family and state in which citizens relate to 
each other aiming towards reciprocity and the common 
good. The task of the essay will be to develop the 
rationale behind this definition and at the same time 
test Confucian compatibility.  

The fundamental premise of this paper is that 
a civil society will increase participation and collective 
action towards the common good and that this is a goal 
worth pursuing in Confucianism. Certainly, 
Confucianism strives towards the promotion of the 
“good life”, including social harmony and well-being 
for everyone (J. Chan, 2014, p. 44). The metaphysical 
foundation and ultimate goal of Confucian wuwei 
governance-by-virtue is to bring society into a state 
that corresponds with the heavenly order, the Way of 
the Dao, under which the myriad things, including 
humans, are flourishing according to their nature.  
Political authority is thus legitimated by the promotion 
of the good life through ‘benevolent government’ (ren 
zheng): “Heaven did not create the people for the sake 
of the lord; Heaven created the lord for the sake of the 
people” (Xunzi 27.58).  This passage marks the well-
being of the people as the primary concern of the 
political; private interests of the ruler or the state per 
se are secondary concerns at best.  While Xunxi ’s call 
is directed towards public officials and not the people, 
we can infer the foundational premise that a social 
institution like civil society that furthers the common 
good over private (or familial) interests is generally 
desirable in the Confucian society.  The more urgent 
question is: what is the normative guidance of such a 
collective?  

Of all the often-quoted values that provide 
guidance and would be reproduced in a civil society, I 
believe a feasible and sufficiently foundational one is 
civic-mindedness. Nina Eliasoph (2011) stresses the 
importance of both civility – meaning to be polite, 
respectful and decent to each other – and civicness – 
meaning to be concerned with wider social problems 
and contexts that will “extend respect and decency” in 
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civil society (p. 220). Civic-‘mindedness’ means to 
combine these two concepts, while emphasizing that 
this is not a rigorous standard but a flexible 
foundational concern that stems from an intrinsic 
moral motivation. It does not categorically preclude 
any kind of partiality (as, for example, equality or 
impartial rule of law would) and is thus conceptually 
compatible with Confucian familism. 

RELATIONAL CIVIC-MINDEDNESS  

In a Confucian rendition, the notion of civic virtues 
can and should not be understood as independent from 
relationship virtues. J. Chan (2004) suggests such a 
separation between private and public virtues, when he 
argues that there are “two kinds of virtues, and hence 
two sources of social network” (p. 267). Building up 
this dichotomy is detrimental to the existence of civic 
virtues, as the second, impersonal kind does not seem 
to have a source and legitimacy in the literature and is 
therefore inherently weak. In fact, Chan seems to 
affirm that both particular and universal virtues are 
manifestations of the same foundation, namely ren or 
benevolence, which makes the claim to “different 
sources” implausible.  Also, Chan’s suggested 
distinction between private and public conduct might 
be helpful in discussing morality of public officials, 
but not of the people that enter the civil realm as 
relational selves. If we seek for strong, internalized 
civic virtues, it is more plausible to embrace that “what 
is universal is extended from what is particular” (Kim, 
2010, p. 476) and therefore heed the foundation of 
virtuous behavior – the special relations. 

This is, Confucian virtues are inherently 
relational and born from filial piety as foundation. The 
paramount importance of family relation for ethical 
development, both instrumental and intrinsic, reveals 
itself in a passage in the Analects 1.2: "The superior 
man bends his attention to what is radical (at the roots). 
That being established, all practical courses naturally 
grow up. Filial piety and fraternal submission! - are 
they not the root of all benevolent actions?" (Legge, 
1861). What I find striking here is the picture of filial 
and fraternal responsibility as “the root” of 
benevolence (ren) and therefore virtue as a whole, 
because ren is the “general virtue which is basic, 
universal, and the source of all specific virtues” (W.-
T. Chan, 1975, p. 109). This points to an extremely 

close relation between family and virtuous behavior. 
Filial piety as foundation can on the one hand be 
understood in instrumental terms. The family is the 
primary ground to learn and practice the virtues that, 
once mastered, guide the conduct outside of it. The 
root needs to be established for the ‘tree of virtue’ to 
grow.  

On the other hand, this underlines an intrinsic 
and uniquely fundamental quality of filial piety. 
Mencius notes that “children carried in the arms all 
know to love their parents, and when they are grown a 
little, they all know to love their elder brothers. […] 
There is no other reason for those feelings - they 
belong to all under heaven” (7A.15; Lau, 2003). For 
him, filial piety is a natural phenomenon, being the 
most fundamental and purest expression of affection; 
a sentiment that is even shared by the more pessimistic 
Xunzi (23.5a).  It broadly consists of care paired with 
reverence, and serves as a prototype for the other 
primary, hierarchical relations of care (five relations or 
wulun) between siblings, friends, wife-husband, and 
minister-ruler. Kim takes the naturalization so far as to 
say that the self in Confucian understanding is a 
“family-self” that seizes to nothingness without 
primary relationships (Kim, 2010). Insofar, the moral 
self only exists in relational morality, which 
establishes the family as the keystone to any kind of 
virtue and moral consideration, including civic-
mindedness. Hence, we need to understand civic 
virtues as the extension of relationship virtues.  

EXTENSION OF RELATIONAL VIRTUES AND 
MORAL CULTIVATION FOR A CONFUCIAN 
CIVIL SOCIETY  

Indeed, the extension of ren to universality is 
considered an ideal of the virtuous person. This state, 
as formulated similarly to the negative Golden Rule in 
the Analects, actually has close resemblance with 
impartiality: Asked for a word that can “serve as a rule 
of practice for all one's life”, Confucius answers, "is 
not reciprocity such a word? What you do not want 
done to yourself, do not do to others" (15.24). 
Universal benevolence is thus the ultimate aspiration; 
a person able to live up to this can be called a “sage” 
(The Analects 6.30). How do we arrive from a 
particularist filial piety to a universal understanding of 
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ren? The relevant concept to develop this is found in 
Mencius 1A.7:  

"Treat the aged of your own family in a manner 
befitting their venerable age and extend this treatment 
to the aged of other families; treat your own young in 
a manner befitting their tender age and extend this to 
the young of other families […]. In other words, all 
you have to do is take this very heart here and apply it 
to what is over there. Hence one who extends his 
bounty can tend those within the Four Seas: one who 
does not cannot tend even his own family. ” 

Mencius suggests taking the standards of behaviors 
that are brought about by concern (heart) for one’s 
family, and regard other families in the same way. 
What is key here is the as if-statement implied in the 
passage: The elderly person of another family is, in the 
end, an elderly person of a family (Kim, 2010, p. 487). 
By understanding filial responsibility in one’s own 
family, one can also relate to the person with the same 
kind of affection as if they were a member of one’s 
own. Certainly, the affection will not be as intense 
(that is what is meant by ‘graded’), but it is 
fundamentally there. Such a principle is indeed evident 
in the use of kinship terms in East Asian societies: 
Both Mandarin and Vietnamese speakers habitually 
refer to non-kin and even strangers in family terms. 
Hentschel (2012) argues that, as opposed to usage in 
other (Western) languages, such an address is not 
derogative but carries respect and closeness. Both Kim 
and Hentschel speak of a symbolic adoption of the 
non-kin into one’s own family.  It is thus an ethical 
concern canalized through relational virtues that can 
drive civic-mindedness that by far extends the own 
family. 

To manifest such civic-mindedness, the 
extension should not be a secondary step, but one that 
is presupposed in the moral cultivation per se. 
Admittedly, both Mencius’ advice for extension and 
the Analects’ description of universality read like far-
removed ideals that primarily concern gentlemen and 
sages. This echoes in Xunzi’s standards of human 
conduct in which filial piety is the minimal standard 
(that everyone needs to fulfill) and “follow[ing] the 
requirements of morality rather than the wishes of 
one’s father” the highest standard of conduct (that is 
only fulfilled by the gentlemen) (29.1). To leave civic-

mindedness to the wise and old would, however, 
definitely not suffice in developing the trust and 
cooperation needed in an inclusive civil society.  

We should henceforth understand the 
extension as a process embedded in and simultaneous 
with the development of relational virtues. Perfect 
benevolence might be a requirement to perfect civic-
mindedness in this model, but it is not required to start 
developing and practicing civic-mindedness. In fact, 
Mencius tells us that “extending bounties” is so 
fundamental that, without this mode, one “cannot tend 
even his own family” (1A.7), and the Analects hold 
that “establishing others” is an intrinsic part of moral 
development.  Extension is thus not only an effect, but 
a mode of moral development. Here, the concept of 
civil society becomes helpful again: Where there are 
settings of civil society, there is occasion to train, teach 
and encourage civic-mindedness.  As Edwards (2006) 
concludes, “civil society is simultaneously a goal to 
aim for [and] a means of achieving it” (p. 11), it is 
simultaneously guided by norms and a norm-
producing entity. In this sense, participation in civil 
society potentially cultivates the individuals’ ethical 
and political subjectivity and thereby advances the 
Confucian goal of moral cultivation. In effect, it might 
help to close the perceived gap between the theoretical 
importance of the people in legitimizing political 
power and their practical lack of influence in the 
political realm.  

Lastly, it is important to stress again that this 
does and should not produce impartiality. In situations, 
where concern for family and for the common good 
directly clash, Confucians will still favor their 
families. Those extreme cases are the ones that are 
often quoted in this debate: of sage king Shun’s father 
killing a man (Mencius, 7A.35), or of a father who 
stole a sheep (Analects, 13.18). While those stories are 
indicative of the problem at hand and give rise to much 
discourse, they are rare and not the norm. Ordinarily, 
interrelation and collective action towards reciprocity 
and the common good only marginally conflict with 
family interests. In such situations, the proposed 
extension of virtues into the ‘impersonal’ realm will 
encourage a weighting process and allow ethical 
conduct with concern for the common good.  
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CONCLUSION 

In this paper I have argued that a Confucian civil 
society is both conceptually possible and normatively 
desirable. It can provide a participatory space where 
people relate in collective action and mutual concern 
towards the common good. The standard I propose as 
a foundational principle for this normative space is 
civic-mindedness or mutual concern paired with civil 
behavior, that is extended from relationship virtues 
such as filial piety. A civil society will give the space 
to live and practice these virtues towards reciprocity 
and thereby balances Confucian familism without 
eradicating it. By applying ancient Confucian thought 

to the modern conceptual framework that is civil 
society, I hope this paper has shed a light on how we 
can conceptualize and aim for a modern Confucian 
society of responsible people “at once filial and civil” 
(Kim, 2010, p. 477). The arguments set out here, I 
hope, may serve as the groundwork for such a civil 
society while leaving the exact form or content of the 
institution open to discussion. Such a discussion has 
the potential to further our understanding of the 
synergies between modern conceptions of democracy 
and Confucian thought but also to drive the post-
modernization process in countries with Confucian 
heritage, for example the Chinese goal of promoting 
an ecological civilization.   
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